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Managing end-user applications is a costly and risky business. Dealing with
licensing, deployment, compliance and patching demands significant
attention. Ensuring applications are managed properly will reduce TCO (Total
Cost of Ownership) which is critical to any business looking to get ahead.
imagine your end-user applications configuring themselves exactly how you need
them. imagine application installations that are repeatable, automated and
standardised, giving you the confidence to know what you are getting each and every
time. imagine no more. impeltec™ can make this a reality by professionally and
promptly packaging your business applications.

features

Proven packaging methodology: our methodology has been implemented adhering to ITIL standards,
and our people are ITIL certified, so that we can deliver reliable and quality packages every time.

Pre-packaged applications: you can select from our up-to-date library of royalty free pre-packaged
titles. These applications have been packaged for easy deployment and configured with default settings.

Flexible engagement models: you control the outcomes for your business needs.
Peace of mind: strict quality assurance and testing regimes are enforced at each phase to ensure
delivery to your business is clean and reliable.

what do I get?

Consultation: your business requirements understood and delivered upon. Our experts provide you with
technical consultation and regular communication to ensure all your software packaging needs are met.

Compatibly review: our experts can analyse and report on the current state of your application
environment and make recommendations to lower your TCO or to move you onto Windows® 7 or 8.

Packaging: automated, repeatable, and silent installations for your applications, making the distribution
process to end-user assets (physical or virtual) a trouble-free experience. Our packaging processes utilise
standard technologies to provide error-free silent installations. This, along with ITIL standards, provides
your business with reliable packages.

Integration: to get the best out of your packaged applications they should be fully integrated into your

is it for me?

end-user management toolset for rapid hands free distribution.

□ Do you have an investment in an end-user management tool, such as Windows Intune™, but are not
realising the full value of automated package installations?

□ Is the cost of efficiently managing your end-user application change and patch requirements a strain
on your IT resources and budget?
□ Is your budget hurting due to a high number of repeat desk-side visits relating to application
installations and/or configurations?
□ Are you after fast and reliable application packaging of your end-user software?

4 easy steps to application freedom

details
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Let impeltec ensure your applications are future-proof, whether that be for
Windows® 7, virtual environments or beyond.

Easy engagement to obtain repeatable, automated and standardised
installations that ensure reliability for your business applications.
Leverage impeltec’s library of pre-packaged application titles for a quick and
affordable way to standardise your common applications needs.
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Each of the impelApp options are available as
a fixed price, bundled, or as a T&M
engagement.
Couple with our impelSOE service to have
your standard business applications
integrated with your Windows® SOE image.

Extend your TCO savings by integrating your applications for remote
distribution. impeltec has a wealth of experience to make this a reality.

Consult

impeltec’s impelApp service is available with
four flexible options: Compatibly Review,
Package, Pre-packaged and Integration. You
choose the options that suit your business.
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